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Abstract
This paper present a new sequent calculus for Pure Type Systems (PTS). The
calculus proposed is equiconsistent to the standard formulation (natural deduction
like). The corresponding cut-free fragment makes it possible to introduce a notion
of Cut Elimination. This property can be applied to develop proof-search strategies
with dependent types.
We prove that Cut Elimination holds in two important families of normalizing
systems, including, in particular, three systems in the Barendregt's -cube: !,
2, and !. In addition, a cut elimination result is obtained for the minimal im-
plicational second-order sequent calculus.
Keywords: pure type systems, sequent calculi, cut elimination.
1 Introduction
Pure Type Systems (PTS) [3] provide a exible and general framework to
study dependent type system. These systems are the basis for logical frame-
works and proof-assistants that make great use of dependent types [4].
Basically, a PTS is a tuple (S;A;R), where S is a set of constants or sorts,
A  S
2
a set of axioms, and R  S
3
a set of rules. Particular tuples embed
important theories, such as 2, F
!
, and the Calculus of Constructions. The
standard notion of derivation   ` a : A is dened by the inductive system
shown in Fig.1. The standard PTS will be denoted by N .
In this paper we study a variant of the sequent calculus we introduced in
[11]. The proposed sequent calculi for PTS are based on the correspondence
between Gentzen's natural deduction NJ and the sequent calculus LJ for
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intuitionistic logic [9]. Recall that the natural deduction system NJ uses
rules to eliminate the connectives (!; _ ; ^ ). An example of such rules is
the rule (! E) (or modus ponens). In the sequent calculus LJ there are no
rules to eliminate the connectives; the rule (! E) is mimicked by the rules
(cut) and (! L):
(! L)
  ` A  ; B ` C
 ; A! B ` C
:
The cut-free sequent calculus obtained enjoys the subformula-property
([13, p. 450]): every formula occurring in any sequent of a proof without
a cut is a subformula of some formula occurring in the end sequent. This
property is essential in consistency proofs for intuitionistic logic.
Recall that the  constructor is a generalization of the ! functional con-
structor for dependent types, and the (apl) rule (see Fig.1) corresponds to
modus ponens. In order to obtain a sequent calculus from the standard (or
natural) type inference relation in a PTS, the (apl) rule or  elimination rule
has to be dispensed with, since it eliminates the  constructor.
For dierent typing disciplines (intersection types) and non dependent
types, other authors [2,5,8] employ a modication of Gentzen's (! L) rule
of sequent calculus. Instead, we consider an adaptation of the rule used by
Kleene [13, p. 481] in the system G3 . Specically, we consider the rules
(K)
  ` a : A  ; x : S; ` c : C
 ;[x := y a] ` c[x := y a] : C[x := y a]
8
<
:
y : z : A:B 2  
S  B[z := a]
(cut)
  ` d : D  ; y : D ` c : C
  ` c[y := d] : C[y := d]
and K (for Kleene) denotes the system obtained by replacing the (apl) rule
in the original system N (see Fig.1) by the (K) and (cut) rules ( is {
conversion). K
cf
denotes the system obtained from K by excluding the (cut)
rule. The system K
cf
can only infer objects (contexts, terms, and types) in
normal form. So in this system, the () rule can be dispensed with.
Recall Gentzen's Hauptsatz : every LJ derivation can be obtained without
using the cut rule, known as cut elimination. Cut elimination is an essential
technique in proof theory [1]. The main contribution of this paper is the proof
of a similar notion of Cut Elimination (CE): every K normalized derivation
can be obtained without using the cut rule (and  rule). CE can be applied
to develop proof-search strategies similar to those proposed in [17,8].
In Section 4 it is proved that CE is equivalent to the admissibility of a
rule to type applications in the system K
cf
. As a result, CE is obtained in two
important families of systems characterized as follows. On the one hand, in
those PTS where in every rule (s
1
; s
2
; s
3
) 2 R, the constant s
2
does not occur
on the right hand side of an axiom (Section 5). This is an interesting condition
indeed, since it can be veried by simple inspection. Thus, we obtain proofs
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(ax)
` s
1
: s
2
(s
1
; s
2
) 2 A
(var)
  ` A : s
 ; x : A ` x : A
x 62 Var( )
(weak)
  ` b : B   ` A : s
 ; x : A ` b : B
b 2 S [ V; x 62 Var( )
()
  ` A : s
1
 ; x : A ` B : s
2
  ` x : A:B : s
3
(s
1
; s
2
; s
3
) 2 R
(apl)
  ` f : x : A:F   ` a : A
  ` f a : F [x := a]
()
  ` x : A:B : s  ; x : A ` b : B
  ` x : A:b : x : A:B
()
  ` a : A   ` A
0
: s
  ` a : A
0
A =

A
0
Figure 1. Inference rules for N .
of CE in the corners ! and 2 of the -cube [3]. In addition, since 2 t
PROP2 thanks to the Howard-Curry-de Bruijn isomorphism, cut elimination
for minimal implicational, second order sequent calculus is obtained, thus
generalizing the result in [5].
On the other hand, some PTS are a subclass (Section 5) of order func-
tional PTS [10]. These systems are weaker than the functional ones, and are
characterized by the possibility of extending, in a non-trivial way, an order
function on sorts @ : S ! Z to terms. In cases in which @s
1
= @s
2
= @s
3
for
every rule (s
1
; s
2
; s
3
), these systems are particularly interesting as they are -
independent: the well-typed dependent products z : A:B satisfy z 62 FV(B).
That is, they are not really dependent. This result, together with strength-
ening in K
cf
, yield CE as a simple corollary. The corners ! and ! of
Barendregt's -cube are special instances.
The Generation Lemma 3.5 for the K
cf
system allows to refute CE for
the remaining systems in the -cube, as well as in other interesting systems:
U; HOL, AUT QE, AUT   68, and PAL, all of them described in [3].
2 Properties of PTS
In this section we review PTS and their main properties. For further de-
tails the reader is referred to [3]. Considering an innite set of variables V
(u; v; : : : ; x; y; : : : 2 V) and a set of constants or sorts S (s; s
1
; : : : 2 S), the
set T of terms for a PTS is inductively dened as:
a 2 V [ S ) a 2 T ;
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A;C; a; b 2 T ) a b; x : A:b; x : A:C 2 T :
We use (a; b; : : : ; m; n; A;B; : : : ;M;N) to represent arbitrary terms, denote -
reduction by 

and use =

for the equality generated by 

. The relation


is Church-Rosser. The set of -normal forms is denoted by -nf and FV(a)
denotes the set of free variables. As usual A[x := B] denotes substitution. A
context   is an ordered sequence (possibly empty) hx
1
: A
1
; : : : ; x
n
: A
n
i of
declarations x
i
: A
i
where x
i
2 V and A
i
2 T . We drop the symbols hi if
there is no ambiguity. We write x
i
: A
i
2   if the declaration x
i
: A
i
is
in  , and using the (
:
=) symbol to establish denitions, we get     
0
:
=
8x 2 V  x : A 2   ) x : A 2  
0
, and Var( )
:
= fx
1
; : : : ; x
n
g, and
FV( )
:
= FV(A
1
) [ : : : [ FV(A
n
).
We say that   is a legal context (denoted by   `) if 9c; C    ` c : C. Let
us recall elementary properties of PTS:
Lemma 2.1 (Elementary properties) If   ` c : C, then:
(i) FV(c : C)  Var( ), and if x
i
; x
j
2 Var( ) then i 6= j ) x
i
6= x
j
. (FrV rs)
(ii) (s
1
; s
2
) 2 A )   ` s
1
: s
2
: (TypAx)
(iii) y : D 2  )   ` y : D: (TypV r)
(iv) Type correctness:   ` c : C ^ C 62 S ) 9s 2 S    ` C : s: (CrTyps)
(v) Context correctness:  ; x : A; ` d : D ) 9s 2 S    ` A : s: (CrCtx)
We also need typical PTS properties: subject -reduction, predicate -
reduction, the substitution lemma, the thinning lemma, and the generation
lemma ([3]). Every free object on the right hand side of an implication or in
the conclusion of a rule is existentially quantied. For example, the CrCtx
property of Lemma 2.1 can be enunciated as:  ; x : A; ` d : D )   ` A : s.
The lemma below (original in [18]) is rarely referred to in the literature; it
will be used to simplify some proofs.
Lemma 2.2 The set of terms of a PTS can be divided into two disjoint
classes, T
v
and T
s
, inductively dened as:
x 2 T
v
; and b 2 T
v
) b c; x : A:b 2 T
v
;
s;x : A:B 2 T
s
; and b 2 T
s
) b c; x : A:b 2 T
s
;
so that   ` a : A ^   ` a : A
0
)
8
<
:
a 2 T
v
) A =

A
0
;
a 2 T
s
) A

:s ^ A
0


:s
0
;
where hi:M
:
= M and hx : X;i:M
:
= x : X:(:M).
3 Sequent Calculi for PTS. Properties
Denition 3.1 K denotes the system obtained by replacing the (apl) rule
in the original system N (see Fig.1) by the (K) and (cut) rules. The type
inference relation of K will be denoted by `
K
. K
cf
denotes the system obtained
108
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by eliminating the (cut) rule. Its type inference relation will be denoted by
`
cf
.
We will now prove that the K system is equivalent to N . In order to prove
this, elementary properties of PTS must be particularized for this sequent
calculus. The proofs of the next three results are similar to the proofs of
Lemma 5, Corollary 10, and Lemma 7 in [11].
Lemma 3.2 Lemma 2.1 holds for systems K and K
cf
.
Theorem 3.3 (Correctness and completeness) N  K
4
.
Lemma 3.4 (The shape of types)(i)   `
cf
m : M )  ; m;M 2 -nf.
(ii) a 2 T
v
^   `
cf
a : A; a : A
0
) A  A
0
.
(iii) a 2 T
s
^   `
cf
a : A; a : A
0
) A  :s ^ A
0
 :s
0
.
The previous result characterizes types in K
cf
similar to Lemma 2.2. A
property similar to Generation Lemma for PTS can also be obtained for K
cf
with =

replaced by equivalence:
Lemma 3.5 (Generation Lemma) (a) If   `
cf
mn : Q, then there are
terms N ,M such that   `
cf
n : N ,   `
cf
m : t : N:M , and   `
cf
M [t := n] : s with Q  M [t := n].
(b) If   `
cf
(t : N:M) : Q, then there is a rule, (s
1
; s
2
; s
3
) 2 R, such that
Q  s
3
,   `
cf
N : s
1
, and  ; t : N `
cf
M : s
2
.
(c) If   `
cf
x : A:c : Q, then there is a term C such that Q  x : A:C,
and  ; x : A ` c : C.
(d) If   `
cf
s : Q, then there is an axiom, s : s
0
2 A, such that Q  s
0
.
Proof By induction on derivations using Lemma 3.4(:) 2
Corollary 3.6   `
cf
f : z : A:B; f a : Q ) Q  B[z := a].
This corollary will allow us to refute CE in those systems where types
B[z := a] need not be in normal form, and  ; y : z : A:B; `
cf
y a : Q can
be obtained. The following result will be used in the proof of CE (see Lemma
4.1).
Corollary 3.7   `
cf
B : M ^   ` B : s )   `
cf
B : s.
Proof Induction on derivations using Generation Lemma and Lemma 3.4.2
Theorem 3.8 The system K
cf
enjoys the strengthening property:
 ; u : U; 
0
`
cf
m : M
 ; 
0
`
cf
m : M
u 62 FV( 
0
) [ FV(m : M): (Strng)
Proof Similar to the proof of Theorem 12 in [11]. 2
4
We use S
1
 S
2
to stand for `
S
1
 `
S
2
and use S
1
 S
2
to stand for `
S
1
 `
S
2
.
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4 Cut Elimination and Modus Ponens
From Lemma 3.4(i) the system K
cf
can type normal objects (contexts, terms,
and types). This is the reason why in the system K
cf
we can dispense with
the () rule. Thus, Cut Elimination is expressed as:
 ; m;M 2 -nf ^   ` m : M )   `
cf
m : M: (CE)
This is the central property of the sequent calculus K. By Theorem 3.3, `
K
is
equivalent to `. To prove CE, if we proceeded by induction on the derivation
  ` m : M and the last rule applied were -conversion, then the induction
hypothesis (IH) could not be applied on the premises since their types are
not necessarily normalized. We can then reformulate CE in the following
equivalent manner:
 ; m 2 -nf ^   ` m : M )   `
cf
m : M

: (CE)
(where M

denotes the -normal form of M). To this end, we have to re-
quire normalization
5
. Under this assumption, the problem mentioned above
is avoided, but a new problem arises when the last rule applied is the (apl)
rule. Therefore, a new rule for typing normalized applications is needed in the
K
cf
system.
Lemma 4.1 If K
cf
is normalizing, then CE is equivalent to the admissibility
of the rule:
  `
cf
a : A   `
cf
f : z : A:B
  `
cf
f a : B[z := a]
f a 2 -nf: (AplN)
Proof ()) We assume CE and we consider the premises and proviso for
the AplN rule. By `
cf
 ` we obtain   ` a : A, and   ` f : z : A:B. By
applying the (apl) rule we have   ` f a : B[z := a]. Since   2 -nf {by Lemma
3.4(i){ and f a 2 -nf, we applyCE in order to obtain   `
cf
f a : (B[z := a])

.
Now, by Corollary 3.6, B[z := a] 2 -nf.
(() Assume AplN . Then we prove CE by induction on derivation   ` m : M .
Only two cases are shown. When the last rule applied is
(apl)
  ` a : A   ` f : z : A:B
  ` f a : B[z := a]
with  ; f a 2 -nf. Then, by applying the IH, CE twice and using AplN , we
obtain   `
cf
f a : B

[z := a] and by Lemma 3.4(i), B

[z := a]  (B

[z :=
a])

 (B[z := a])

. When the last rule applied is
()
  ` A : s
1
 ; x : A ` B : s
2
 ; x : A ` b : B
  ` x : A:b : x : A:B
(s
1
; s
2
; s
3
) 2 R;
5
Recall that a PTS is normalizing if every typable term is weakly normalizing (by CrTyps
this implies normalization for types as well).
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we get   `
cf
A : s
1
and  ; x : A `
cf
b : B

by IH. We have to prove that
 ; x : A `
cf
B

: s
2
. We apply correctness of types in `
cf
to the last derivation:
| Case B

 s 2 S. Then, since  ; x : A ` s : s
2
, we have that B

: s
2
2 A
and then by Lemma 3.2(ii) (TypAx) we get  ; x : A `
cf
B

: s
2
.
| Case  ; x : A `
cf
B

: s. By the second premise and subject -reduction
we obtain  ; x : A ` B

: s
2
, then we apply Corollary 3.7. 2
Theorem 4.2 If K
cf
is normalizing, then CE is equivalent to the admissibility
of the property:
  `
cf
a : A   `
cf
y : z : A:B
  `
cf
y a : B[z := a]
: (AplV ar)
Proof By Lemma 4.1, it suÆces to prove the admissibility of the AplN rule.
Consider   `
cf
a : A,   `
cf
f : z : A:B, and f a 2 -nf. Then we have to
prove that   `
cf
f a : B[z := a]. Since f a is in normal form, we know that
f  yf
1
f
2
: : : f
n
. Consequently, it suÆces to prove that for all n  0 the Apl
n
rule below is admissible:
  `
cf
a : A   `
cf
y f
1
f
2
: : : f
n
: z : A:B
  `
cf
y f
1
f
2
: : : f
n
a : B[z := a]
: (Apl
n
)
We proceed by induction on n 2 N . For n = 0 we have Apl
0
 AplV ar.
Assume that the Apl
k
rule is admissible for k < n; and further assume the
premises of Apl
n
rule. We successively apply the Generation Lemma 3.5(a)
starting with   `
cf
y f
1
: : : f
n
: z : A:B, and then we get
  `
cf
f
n
: F
n
; y f
1
: : : f
n 1
: t
n
: F
n
:B
n
and z : A:B  B
n
[t
n
:= f
n
];
: : :
  `
cf
f
2
: F
2
; y f
1
: t
2
: F
2
:B
2
and f
3
: F
3
:B
3
 B
2
[t
2
:= f
2
];
  `
cf
f
1
: F
1
; y : t
1
: F
1
:B
1
and f
2
: F
2
:B
2
 B
1
[t
1
:= f
1
]:
By applying type correctness to the penultimate line and then the (var) rule,
we obtain  ; x : t
2
: F
2
:B
2
`
cf
x : t
2
: F
2
:B
2
. Now, we successively apply
the Apl
0
; Apl
1
; : : : ; Apl
n 1
rules to get
 ; x : t
2
: F
2
:B
2
`
cf
x f
2
: B
2
[t
2
:= f
2
]  t
3
: F
3
:B
3
;
: : :
 ; x : t
2
: F
2
:B
2
`
cf
x f
2
: : : f
n
: B
n
[t
n
:= f
n
]  z : A:B;
 ; x : t
2
: F
2
:B
2
`
cf
x f
2
: : : f
n
a : B[z := a];
respectively. Finally, we apply (K) to obtain   `
cf
(x f
2
: : : f
n
a)[x := y f
1
] :
B[z := a]. 2
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5 Algebraic Verication of Cut Elimination
In this section we prove the CE property for two large classes of systems
including the  !, 2 and ! corners of the -cube. The methods proposed
are algebraic; i.e., they can be veried by inspection of the set of axioms and
rules (A and R).
Denition 5.1 A PTS is -independent if it satises the property:   ` z :
A:B : M ) z 62 FV(B):
In -independent systems the proof of CE is straightforward.
Theorem 5.2 Every normalizing and -independent system enjoys CE.
Proof By Theorem 4.2 it suÆces to prove the soundness of the AplV ar rule.
We apply CrTyps and the generation lemma to the premise to obtain  ; z :
A `
cf
B : s. By hypothesis, z 62 FV(B), so we can apply strengthening
(Theorem 3.8) to get   `
cf
B : s. From this we obtain  ; x : B `
cf
x : B, and
then we apply the (K) rule to obtain   `
cf
x[x := y a] : B. 2
We now apply the previous theorem to order functional systems. A system
is
O
functional [10] if there is a constant  6= 0 and a function S
@
 ! Z satisfying:
(a) (s; s
0
) 2 A ) @s =  + @s
0
;
(b) (s
1
; s
2
; s
3
); (s
0
1
; s
0
2
; s
0
3
) 2 R ^ (@s
1
; @s
2
) = (@s
0
1
; @s
0
2
)) @s
3
= @s
0
3
:
The essential property of
O
functional systems is that the function @ can be
extended to typable terms and contexts so that:
  ` a : A ) @
 
a = + @
 
A: (1)
Most of the systems that have been studied are
O
functional. In particular, all
systems described in [3, p. 214] are
O
functional. Without loss of generality, in
this section we take  = 1. Let us recall some denitions and results described
in [10].
Denition 5.3 An
O
functional system is algebraic if @s
3
= @s
2
 @s
1
for
every rule (s
1
; s
2
; s
3
). It is said to be three order if @s
3
= @s
2
= @s
1
.
The systems on the left side of the {cube are algebraic and the corners
! and ! are three order.
Theorem 5.4 (CE in three order systems) Every algebraic system enjoys
(i) N  B ^   ` N : ; B : ) @
 
N  @
 
B (monotonicity),
(ii)   ` N : : s ^   ` B : s ) N 6 B (s-types do not depend on s-terms).
Therefore, if a system is three order then it is -independent. Furthermore,
every normalizing three order system enjoys CE, and then ! and ! are
-independent, and enjoy CE.
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Proof (i) By induction on B (see [10]). (ii) trivial using (i) and (1). The
penultimate claim is a consequence of `
cf
 ` and (i). The last claim follows
from the previous ones and Theorem 5.2. 2
Now we prove CE for another large class. If we reason as we did in the
proof of Theorem 5.2, we obtain that the following substitution simplied rule
  `
cf
a : A  ; z : A; `
cf
Q : s
 ;[z := a] `
cf
Q[z := a] : s
(Sust)
ensures CE. On the other hand, the ALG property below ensures (Sust) and
it is easy to prove by direct inspection over the set of axioms and rules. So,
CE is easily veried via the ALG property.
Theorem 5.5 (CE) If the system K
cf
is normalizing, then the following con-
dition leads to CE:
6 9(s
1
; s
2
; s
3
) 2 R  (s; s
2
) 2 A: (ALG)
Proof We assume ALG. Following the discussion preceding the theorem, we
need to prove Sust. First, we prove that
6 9 ; f; q; s    `
cf
f q : s: (2)
If   `
cf
f q : s, by the generation lemma we have that   `
cf
f : t : Q:P and
P [t := q]  s and   ` P [t := q] : s
2
, and hence (s; s
2
) 2 A.
Now we prove Sust by induction on a relation described in [15], illustrated
below. Assume the terms A and a, and a context   such that   `
cf
a : A.
Let C be the set of pairs f a Qj ; z : A; `
cf
Q : sg, and let l be the least
transitive relation on C satisfying the following axioms:
  a B;   a A l  ; x : A a B l   a x : A:B: (3)
The relation l is inductive. So, (C;l) is a well-founded set and therefore
it is possible to apply the principle of induction [6]. With this in mind, we
formulate the result to prove as:
8! 2 C  p(!) (4)
where p( a Q)
:
= 8s  	 `
cf
Q : s ) 	 `
cf
Q : s, 
:
= [z := a],
	
:
=  ; z : A;, and 	
:
=  ;. Then, by the principle of induction, (4) is
equivalent to 8! 2 C  q(!) ) p(!) where q(!)
:
= 8!
0
2 C  !
0
l!  p(!
0
).
To summarize, it suÆces to prove
8( a Q) 2 C  q( a Q) ^ 	 `
cf
Q : s ) 	 `
cf
Q : s: (5)
In the rst place, we prove that 8( a Q) 2 C 
q( a Q) ^ 	 `
cf
Q : s ) 	 `
cf
: (6)
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In fact, if   hi, (6) is trivial (since 	  	). If   
0
; y : Y , then,
by CrCtx,  ; z : A;
0
`
cf
Y : s
0
, and hence 
0
a Y 2 C. However, since
 ; z : A;
0
a Y l  ; z : A;
0
; y : Y a Q, by applying q( a Q) we obtain
 ;
0
 `
cf
Y  : s
0
, and nally  ;
0
; y : Y  `
cf
.
Now, we proceed to prove (5) by induction on Q. If 	 `
cf
Q : s, Q cannot
be an abstraction. By (2), Q is not an application. Therefore, Q can only
have three forms:
1. Q  s
0
. Then s
0
: s 2 A. By (6), 	 `
cf
, then 	 `
cf
s
0
: s.
2. Q  t. In this case, we have t : T 2  ; z : A;. Three subcases are
distinguished:
(a) t : T 2  , and z 62 FV(t : T ). Using 	 `
cf
we can apply TypV r to
obtain 	 `
cf
t : T  t : T
(b) t : T  z : A. Therefore T  A, Q : s  a : s. By Lemma 3.4(ii),
T  s, and hence A  s, thus nally 	 `
cf
a : s  Q : s (recall
that   `
cf
a : A).
(c) t : T 2 , and hence T  s, thus t : T 2 , and now we apply (6)
and TypV r to obtain 	 `
cf
t : s
3. Q  t : M:N . Apply the generation lemma, (3), q( a Q) and the ()
rule.
2
The only systems in the -cube that enjoy ALG are ! and 2. Thus,
we obtain the following result that generalizes a similar one in [5] for !:
Corollary 5.6 Systems ! and 2 enjoy CE. In addition, by the Howard-
Curry-de Bruijn isomorphism, there are cut-free sequent calculi for the logics
PROP and PROP2.
While ! satises CE, it does not satisfy ALG, and hence :ALG cannot
be used to refute CE. Thus to refute CE we consider the following conditions:
9s; (s
1
; s
2
; s
3
)  (s
1
; s
2
; s
3
) 2 R ^ (s; s
2
) 2 A ^ (s
3
; s; ) 2 R; (SIM)
9s; (s
1
; s
2
; s
3
)  (s; s
2
; s
3
) 2 R ^ (s; s
2
) 2 A ^ (s; s; s) 2 R: (SIM
0
)
In those systems that satisfy (SIM) and  `
K
Q : s
1
, (; Q 2 -nf), we can
derive
6
:
; w : s; v : Q; y : z : (Q! s): z v
|{z}
B
`
K
y (t : Q:w
| {z }
a
) : w:
With SIM
0
it is possible to infer (in K):
w : s; v : w; f : w! s; y : z : (w ! w): f(z v)
| {z }
B
`
K
y (t : w:v
| {z }
a
) : f v:
6
As usual, A! B denotes x : A:B where x 62 FV(B).
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In both cases, B[z := a] is not normal, and by applying the Corollary 3.6 we
obtain SIM _ SIM
0
) :CE. The table below summarizes the properties
obtained:
!
2
!
P2 C ! U
HOL AUT QE
P P! PAL
AUT   68
ALG YES NO NO NO
SIM NO NO YES NO
SIM
0
NO NO NO YES
CE YES YES NO NO
6 Related Work and Conclusions
The problem of cut elimination in type theory, known as Takeuti's conjecture,
has been addressed by dierent typing disciplines (see [7] for a survey). In the
absence of dependent types, there are a few previous proofs of cut elimination
for sequent calculi with proof-terms that use a left rule similar to Gentzen's
calculi. We can emphasize the proofs proposed in [7,2,19] for intersection and
union types. As far as we know, there is no other proof of cut elimination
in dependent type systems similar to PTS. We have prove [12] that CE is
actually harder than the Expansion Postponement (EP ) problem [14] posed
by Henk Barendregt in August 1990. Recall that except for PTS with severe
restrictions, EP is thus far an open problem, even for normalizing PTS [16].
The (K) rule (Denition 3.1) is very restrictive: the term S must be B[z :=
a]. Rule (K) can be weakened to (K

) by replacing the equivalence S  B[z :=
a] in the proviso by -equality. This change has a deep impact on the proof
of cut elimination. In [11] the systems described by this new rule (K

and
K
cf

) are studied. The corresponding cut elimination property (Weak Cut
Elimination or WCE) is weaker than the one presented in this paper and is
an open problem for generic normalized PTS.
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